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MISSION OF OUR 
COMPANY

  Augmenting the forest resources, we meet people’s 
demands in landscape design helping to create an 
atmosphere of cosiness and comfort



NAM
E

WE ARE OFTEN ASKED WHY WE ARE CALLED ‘‘PROFITSYSTEM’’?
WHAT IS THE ESSENCE OF SUCH A SYSTEM OF BENEFITS? 

▶ Our activity is the benefit for nature and environment. We care for forests on a scientific
basis, we provide sanitary felling and thinning, creating favorable conditions for growth and
development of healthy and valuable trees.

▶ We bring benefit to the state and national interests. We facilitate the effective use and
enhancement of forest wealth-one of the main resources in Belarus. Even wastes are used to
produce wooden pellets - modern renewable alternative energy source.

▶ We have created hundreds of well-paid working places in small towns in our country, where
we use the most modern logging and woodworking equipment and technologies.

▶ There is a definite profit for our customers. We produce and supply in large quantities products 
from machine rounded timber. Our products can be found in almost all European countries,
where they help people create the atmosphere of coziness and comfort.

▶ Our activity represents a systematic approach to the idea of business. Our business brings
profit and benefit to all: to the nature, to the nation and state, to our partners and customers, to
our staff and their families.



27 m³  

36 m³  

FACTS
▶   OOO “Profitsystem” is the largest manufacturer of products from ma-
chine rounded wood in the Republic of Belarus.

▶ OOO ‘‘Profitsystem’’ has supplied roundwood products for the European 
market for over 20 years.

▶ For the production we use pine wood supplied from FSC- certified
forests. Our FSC certificate is FSC NC-COC- 013425.

▶ All products are treated against bluing and fungi with special
woodprotecting chemical Sinesto® and may be delivered to customers
naturally fresh.

▶ Upon a customer’s request all products may be delivered dried (with
moisture content 20-25%) or impregnated (up to 4 class of treatement).
Wood is impregnated with TANALITH E 3475 -chromium and arsenic
free waterborne product. Pressure treated goods have a slightly greenish
colour and their service life is prolonged up to at least 10 years even in
adverse conditions(in ground or fresh water contact).

▶ Ready products may be delivered on FCA terms with a client’s transport 
or on DAP conditions (Incoterms 2010) using our company’s forwarding
services. Stable long-term relations with the largest forwarding and
logistics companies in Belarus let us guarantee deliveries of the goods
within agreed terms yearround. Depending on the treatment type we may 
load 27 m3 of fresh or impregnated products and 36 m3 of dried goods.

FRESH PRODUCTS 
(without treatment)

DRY PRODUCTS



IM
PREGNATION

Wood is 
taken into an 
autoclave.

Vacuum is created 
in the chamber, 
air is pumped out 
from wooden cells.

The autoclave 
is filled with 
a preservative 
Tanalith®E

Under the 
excess hydraulic 
pressure the 
preservative 
solution 
penetrates deep 
into the wooden 
structure.

The surplus of 
preservative 
is taken away 
from wood with 
final vacuum, 
the solution is 
pumped back 
to the storage 
chamber.

When 
atmospheric 
pressure is 
restored in the 
chamber the 
solution from the 
surface penetrates 
into the wooden 
structure because 
of low inside 
pressure.

OOO ‘‘Profitsystem’’ uses preservative Tanalith E and brown colour Tanatone for the impregnation 
in vacuum-pressure-vacuum chambers.

Preservative Tanalith E (Great Britain) - a water based wood preservative that contains copper 
carbonate and proven organic biocides is the leader in longlife wood protection.

Before being taken into a chamber every row from a packet is interlaid with sticks. Products are 
taken into a chamber on a special cart, the chamber is closed, vacuum is created and kept for a 
certain period as a result cells in wood are opened. 

The chamber is filled with preservative solution (TANALITH® E, colorant TANATONE® or 
TANAGARD-extra protection against fungal and insect attack) which is impregnated into wood 
under the pressure of 12 atmospheres. 

The pressure is taken down, solution is pumped out from the chamber, the surplus of preservative 
is taken away from wood with final vacuum. Vacuum is taken down. The impregnation process 
is completed. 

As a result preservative solution components are deeply fixed in wooden structure. Wood is left 
for drying in UV-free area.

After the vacuum-pressure-vacuum impregnation pine acquires hardwood qualities due 
to absorbed copper elements. Special chemical elements protect products from insects, fungi, 
moisture and ultraviolet. The product life of impregnated materials in contact with ground or 
water is prolonged to 10 years minimum.



а)

b)

c)

PACKING
 We propose to use our standard packing 
scheme to assure safety of products during 
loading and transportation processes. Sizes 
of packets are ideal not only for goods 
transportation but for impregnation and 
drying processes. Sticks between layers in a 
packet help achieve maximum results during 
impregnation and drying processes. Packing 
with side bars is designed in the way to be 
stable even after cutting of a packaging band 
and partial removal of products.Packaging 
includes: polypropylene strip, galvanized wire, 
pallets. Upon a customer’s request packing 
may be changed.

WE PROPOSE THE FOLLOWING PACKING 
TYPES:

a) Standard (sticks 10 х 15 mm).

b) For drying (sticks 20 х 20 mm).

c) If a product length is under 100 cm,
Li<100 cm, we use a doubled packing
scheme, L = 2хLi.

Wood is a natural material effected by 
atmospheric conditions. Cracks caused by 
temperature and moisture changes is a natural 
process and does not influence the quality of 
the goods, their durability and service life. 
The following crack sizes are accepted after 
drying process according to the technical 
documentation of the company - for diam. 4 
-10 cm – ≤ 5 mm wide, for diam. >10 cm -
≤7 mm wide, ≤ 600 mm long (if other is not
stipulated in the order).



PALISADE
Palisade is a machine-rounded log, with one or both ends cross-cut or chamfered. Palisades are 

widely used as basic elements of various constructions for the garden design and landscaping. 
Applications depend mostly on your imagination: from border posts to self-made children 
playgrounds.

ELEMENTS 



ELEMENTS PALISADE W
ITH BORING

We are technologically able to make holes 6-123mm in diameter. Borings may be made 
with precise accuracy and at any angle what helps to mount from elements different borders, 
playgrounds, swings, pavilions etc.



POINTED PALISADE
Pointed palisade is a machine-rounded log, with one side pointed (pyramidal point), the other 

-chamfered or cross-cut. Pointed palisades are widely used as garden tree, vine and vegetable
supports as well as sustaining walls and bordering on your farmland.

ELEMENTS 



M
INISLEEPER

Minisleepers are machine-rounded logs with 2 flat facets. Minisleepers are used for DIY 
sustainig walls, flower boxes, sandpits, garden boxes as well as elements for different structures 
for the garden design and landscaping.

ELEMENTS 



HALF- PALISADE
ELEMENTS 

Half-palisade is a rounded log cut alongside, with one or both ends cross-cut or chamfered. Half-
rounds are used for DIY border panels, sustaining walls, flower boxes, garden boxes as well as 
elements for different structures for the garden design and landscaping.



ELEMENTS FENCE ELEM
ENTS

 Half-round elements are used for self-assembly of a new fence or repair of the existing one. 
There are several types of elements’ tops:  
-round point,
-chamfer,
-oblique cut.



PICKET FENCE ELEM
ENTS

ELEMENTS 
Elements are used for self-assembly of a new fence or repair of the existing one. Elements may 

be smooth or grooved. Top side is usually rounded.



 PICKET FENCE
 A picket fence is a ready-to-mount section 200cm long, composed of 13 surfaced elements 

(pickets) with a rounded upper end, mounted with galvanized nails on cross laths. Upper end of 
an element may be made oblique to one side. The number of elements of the fence may be 
changed upon a customer’s request. This defines ‘‘transparency’’ level of the edging. Another 
variant of the picket fence presupposes fixing of pickets in staggered order from both sides of 
cross beams. Such fence looks similar from in and outside and is practically non-transparent 
but looks lighter and more aesthetical than solid fence. Posts to the fence (diam. 8-12 cm) are 
chosen according to the height of the fence. We also recommend to fix ready sections to stone 
or brick posts. Fences of 80 cm and higher may be provided with ready wickets.

FENCES 



PICKET FENCE W
ICKET

A picket fence wicket is a ready-to-mount section 100cm long, composed of surfaced elements 
with a rounded upper end, mounted with galvanized nails on laths.

 Wickets are completed with: 
-hinges,
- latch.

FENCES 



 VERTICAL FENCE
FENCES 

A vertical fence is a ready-to-mount section 250cm long, composed of 22 half-round elements, 
fixed with galvanized nails to 7 or 8 cm half-rounds. Upper side of an element may be 
chamfered, with a round point or an oblique cut. Posts to the fence (diam. 8-12 cm) are chosen 
according to the height of the fence. Fences of 80 cm. and higher may be provided with ready 
wickets. Vertical fence is a simple, inexpensive and  at the same time aesthetic solution.



VERTICAL FENCE W
ICKET

A vertical fence wicket is a ready-to-mount section 100cm long, composed of half-round 
elements, mounted with galvanized nails on laths. Elements may be chamfered, pointed or with 
an oblique cut.

Wickets are completed with:
- hinges,
- latch.

FENCES 



HUNTER’S FENCE
FENCES 

A hunter’s fence is a ready-to-mount section 250 cm long, composed of 22 half-round 
elements, mounted crosswise with galvanized nails. Outside elements may be made with left 
or right tilt, upper side of elements may be chamfered, with a round point or an oblique cut. 
Sections may be mounted to 7 or 8 cm half-rounds. Posts to the fence (diam. 8-12 cm) are 
chosen according to the height of the fence. Fence sections under 60 cm  may be mounted with 
3 posts without cross-beams. Fences of 80 cm high and higher may be provided with ready 
wickets. Hunter’s fence is an inexpensive and aesthetic solution, with an original ability to 
change the height by changing the length. 



FENCES 
A hunter’s fence wicket is a ready-to-mount section 100cm. long, composed of half-round 

elements, mounted crosswise with galvanized nails on laths. Outside elements may be made 
with left or right tilt, upper ends - chamfered, with a round point or an oblique cut. Wickets are 
completed with hinges and a latch.

HUNTER’S FENCE W
ICKET



 FENCE ‘‘SOLID’’
FENCES 

The fence consists of round posts diam. 14 cm grooved lengthwise and chamfered at the 
top end and half-round elements diam. 10 cm as inside filling. Underground groove between 
posts is filled with 2 round elements diam. 5cm. All elements are fixed with galvanized nails. 
The half-round fence is relatively inexpensive as compared with other solid fences, easy to 
mount and brings a pleasure to the eye with its natural wooden beauty for a long time. Such a 
fence will fit in harmonically with other wooden structures, already constructed or planned on 
your territory.

* Supplied  in standard packets, as palisades and half-palisades.



FENCES 
A fence ‘‘Preri’’ consists of a ready-to-mount section with 13 pieces per packet and packed in 

standard packets palisades (posts) with borings.  A set includes 1 section and 1 post. For territories 
with level differences it is necessary to use 2 posts for each section. 

FENCE ‘‘PRERI’’

* Posts are supplied  in standard packets as palisades.



Fence-trellis ‘‘Rustic’’ is a right-shaped rectangular section made of 6 cm. half-rounds. Half-
round element are fixed diagonally from both sides of the rectangular frame. Equal size 
of all cells 11x11cm makes the construction visually light and lets lessen its weight. The 
main advantage of the trellis fence is its transparency for sunbeams necessary for plants 
on your territory.   

* Posts are supplied additionally in standard packets, as palisades.

FENCE ‘‘RUSTIC’’
FENCES 



FENCES 
A fence ‘‘Bergi’’ consists of palisades with borings (posts) and palisades as horizontal elements. 

A standard set with a post with 2 holes and 2 palisades is shown in the table below, but as it is seen 
from pictures there are plenty of variants which we are ready to produce upon a customer’s design 
and sketch. On territories with significant ground level differences every section need to be fixed 
to 2 posts, in this case the number of posts is doubled and holes are made blind. 

FENCE ‘‘BERGI’’

* Supplied  in standard packets as palisades.



 FENCE ‘‘FERM
I’’

FENCES 
A fence ‘‘Fermi’’ consists of posts - palisades diam. 12-14 cm., and half-round elements 

diam. 8-10 cm, fixed with galvanized nails. Edgings of this type are used on farms, agricultural 
territories. They are ideal for creating a village style and saving money for big homesteads. A 
standard example with 4 horizontal elements fixed with an overlap to posts is set in the table 
below (see the above picture) but a buyer may use a self-made project or construct his/her fence 
by buying necessary quantity of palisades and half-rounds. For different variants see pictures 
below.

* Supplied  in standard packets, as palisades and half-palisades.



BORDER ROLL
Border rolls are half-round elements stapled to a galvanized wire. Owing to flexible assembly 

border rolls may be used for edging of lawns, flower beds or garden beds of any shape. Border rolls 
may also be used as outside path covering.

GARDEN DECOR



GARDEN DECOR
Border panels are half-round elements fixed by means of galvanized wire and staples with some 

elements pointed and longer than others. Border panels may not be used as outside path covering, 
as compared to border rolls, but are easier to mount as edgings. Owing to flexible assembly may 
be used for edging of lawns, flower beds or garden beds of any shape.

BORDER PANEL (FLEXIBLE)



 BORDER PANEL (HARD, VERTICAL)
GARDEN DECOR

Vertical border panels are vertically set half-round elements, fixed with rigid horizontal beams usually 
half-rounds of the same diameter as elements. Owing to 2 or 3 long pointed elements panels are easy 
to mount as edgings. Hard construction adds rigidity to panels and helps keep straightness and right 
shapes while edging of lawns, flower beds and garden beds.



GARDEN DECOR BORDER PANEL (HARD, HORIZONTAL)
Horizontal border panels are horizontally set half-round elements (half-palisades), fixed with rigid 

vertical and additional diagonal beams. Vertical beams (serving as stakes) are usually half-rounds of the 
same diameter as elements. Diagonal beams are usually made of square laths. Owing to 2 or 3 pointed 
vertical elements panels are easy to mount into the ground. Ends of horizontal elements are chamfered 
(see picture of the panel) or with oblique cuts (see picture of the packet). Hard construction adds rigidity 
to panels and helps keep straightness and right shapes while edging lawns, flower beds and garden beds.



BORDER PANEL (ARCHED)
GARDEN DECOR

Arched border panel is vertically set half-round elements, the top is shaped as an arch.  Owing to 
long pointed outside elements panels can be easily mounted into the ground.  Hard construction 
adds rigidity to the panels and helps to keep straightness while edging the lawns, flower beds and 
garden beds.



GARDEN DECOR
A garden box ‘‘Srub’’ is made of machine-rounded elements diam. 7-10 cm by 

using technology of producing timber blockings. The advantages of such garden boxes are: 
durability and steadiness even without a specil fixing of elements;  ease of assembly/
disassembly without any tools. The height of the construction can be changed upon a 
client’s request. The set includes rounded elements and 2 half-palisades mounted into the 
basement owing to there is no clearance between the first row of elements and the ground.

* Supplied  in standard packets as palisades.

GARDEN BOX ‘‘SRUB’’



 GARDEN BOX  ‘‘ZHARDIN’’
GARDEN DECOR

A garden box ‘‘Zhardin’’ consists of 4 panels which you need to fix  by yourself following an 
instruction with screws  included in the set. All holes need to be drilled before mounting to 
avoid timber splits. Garden boxes may be produced in two variants: with elements chamfered 
or non-chamfered.  Sizes can be altered upon a client’s request.



GARDEN DECOR
A garden box ‘‘Marta’’ consists of 4 panels which are easily connected with screws included in 

the set. All holes need to be drilled before mounting to avoid timber splits. Simplicity of mounting 
and demounting lets move   a garden box  to a new  place. Garden boxes may be produced in two 
variants: with elements chamfered or non-chamfered.  Sizes can be altered upon a client’s request.

GARDEN BOX ‘‘M
ARTA’’



PERGOLA
GARDEN DECOR

A pergola is a base for climbers. Pergola is supplied as a set of 4 ready panels and 4 round 
elements which you need to fix  by yourself following an instruction with screws  included 
in the set. All holes need to be drilled before mounting to avoid timber splits. A twined with 
climbers pergola is a beautiful decorative element of a landscape design.



GARDEN DECOR  COM
POSTER

A composter is a small construction for getting fertilizer from garden garbage. It is made of half-
rounded elements with technological cuts, what enables to mount it quickly without special skills 
and tools. A standard set comprises 28 elements of diam. 8 cm. or 24 elements of diam. 10 cm. The 
height of a composter may be increased by acquiring additional elements.



A flower box consists of impregnated half-rounded logs. It is delivered as a set of 5 panels which are 
easily connected following an instruction with screws included in the set.  Flower boxes can be 
made in a square or rectangular variant, from 7 or 8 cm half-rounds. Supporting legs provide 
ventilation between a flower box and the ground helping extend service life of a flower box.  All 
holes need to be drilled before mounting to avoid timber splits. 

 FLOW
ER BOX ‘‘M

ANGAL’’
GARDEN DECOR



FLOW
ER BOX ‘‘M

ARTA’’ 
A flower box consists of impregnated half-rounded logs. It is delivered as a set of 5 panels which are 

easily connected following an instruction with screws included in the set. Flower boxes can be made in 
a square or rectangular variant, from 7 or 8 cm half-rounds. Supporting legs provide ventilation 
between a flower box and the ground helping extend service life of a flower box. All holes need to 
be drilled before mounting to avoid timber splits. 

GARDEN DECOR



 FLOW
ER BOX ‘‘M

ATIS’’
GARDEN DECOR

The flower box ‘‘Matis’’ is shaped as a hexagon. It is produced of the blocks impregnated under 
the pressure whith the crossection of 6 x 3.8 cm. The flower box is delivered pre-assembled. The 
set consists of 3 flower boxes - small, medium, large (if desired can be acquired separately), 
which can fit one into another similar to the ‘‘Russian doll’’ for space optimization while 
transporting. Supporting legs provide ventilation beetween a flower box and the ground 
helping to extend its service life.



GARDEN DECOR FLOW
ER BOX ‘‘RIVIERA’’

A flower box ‘‘Riviera’’ is shaped as a square. It is produced of the blocks planed and 
impregnated under the pressure with the cross section of 5 х 4 сm. The flower box is delivered 
preassembled. One set consists of 3 flower boxes – small, medium, large (on request can be 
delivered separately), which can fit one into another similar to the ‘‘Russian doll’’ for space 
optimization while transporting. Supporting legs provide ventilation between a flower box and 
the ground helping to extend its service life.



A flower box ‘‘Raquel’’ is shaped as a rectangular box. It is produced of the blocks planed and 
impregnated under the pressure with the cross section of 9 x 1.9 cm. The flower box is delivered 
as a set of 2 panels and other elements which are easily assembled following the instruction with 
screws included in the set. Due to the high supporting legs the flower box facilitates the care of 
plants and it can also be used as a garden box.

FLOW
ER BOX ‘‘RACKEL’’

GARDEN DECOR



Deck tiles are made of pine impregnated in an autoclave. On request they can be green 
or brown in colour. It is easy to install deck tiles, special tools are not required. It is only 
necessary to place deck tiles close to each other on a flat surface. Deck tiles are ideal for 
patios, terraces, gardens, spas, saunas, areas around the pool, pavilions, lawn paths.

DECK TILES
GARDEN DECOR



PAVING BLOCKS
GARDEN DECOR

Paving blocks are pine cylinders 10 cm height and 5 - 16 cm in diameter, packed into sacks of 
0,3 m². Upon a customer’s request paving blocks may be supplied in one diameter or different 
diameters so that to make a definite pattern and fill gaps between blocks.  Paving blocks are not 
slippery in the rain, absorb moisture fast and free from puddles. They are a perfect addition to 
countryside  landscaping and fit perfectly with other wooden constructions.



The table ‘‘Picnic’’ is used as a table for either barbeque or picnic. It is supplied with the complete 
kit of the components, fixing elements and the detailed illustrated assembly instruction. The table 
forms a solid construction with the seats (benches). The ‘‘Picnic’’ table is supposed to be installed 
on the flat surface free of growing plants. The set includes the table and two benches.

 TABLE ‘‘PICNIC’’
GARDEN DECOR



The outstanding feature of the pavilion ‘‘Picnic’’ is a space-saving construction, which enables its 
installation even on the moderate-size locations. It is perfect for performing the essential function 
of any pavilion sheltering from the rays of sun and the rain. The wooden pavilion ‘‘Picnic’’ is 
supplied with the complete kit of the components, fixing elements and the detailed llustrated 
assembly instruction. The pavilion ‘‘Picnic’’ is supposed to be installed on the flat surface without 
the growing plants. The set includes the table, two benches and the double-pitched roof.

PAVILION ‘‘PICNIC’’ 
GARDEN DECOR



SINGLE CHILDREN’S SW
ING

It is the simplest kind among the playing complexes. It is made of  impregnated palisades 10 or 
12 cm in diameter and mounted on a flat plants-free surface in accordance with the scheme of 
assembly. The complex is intended for children over 3 years old. It comprises a frame, a plastic 
swing, fixings and a rope. 

PLAYING  COMPLEXES



PLAYING  COMPLEXES
The  double children’s swing is made of  impregnated palisades 10 or 12 cm in diameter and 

mounted on a flat plantation-free surface in accordance with the scheme of assembly. The complex 
is made for children over 3 years old. It comprises a frame, two plastic swings, fixings and a rope.

DOUBLE CHILDREN’S SW
ING



PLAYING COM
PLEX W

ITH A SW
ING AND A LADDER

PLAYING  COMPLEXES
The playing complex with 2 swings and a ladder will gift any child lively impressions. It is made 

of  impregnated palisades 10, 12 cm in diameter and mounted on a flat plants-free surface in 
accordance with the scheme of assembly. The complex is intended for children over 3 years old. It 
comprises a frame with 2 ladders 75 cm wide, a plastic swing, fixings and a rope.



PLAYING  COMPLEXES PLAYING COM
PLEX W

ITH A SLIDE AND A ROPE
The playing complex with 2 swings and a slide will gift your child lively impressions.  It is made of  

impregnated palisades 10, 12 cm in diameter and mounted on a flat plants-free surface in accordance 
with the scheme of assembly. The complex is intended for children over 3 years old. It comprises a 
frame with 2 ladders 72 cm wide, 2 plastic swings, a plastic slide, fixings, a rope and a rope ladder with 
5 horizontal bars.



SAW
N TIM

BER
We produce the following kinds of pine products: 
- sawn timber-board;
- planed profiled products: decking board, profiled board ‘‘tongue & groove’’, picket fence 
elements, etc. 

Sawn timber and planed products can be dried to the relative moisture of 10% and impregnated 
in an autoclave under the pressure to 3 or 4 class of treatment. Boards are ecologically clean raw 
materials and are used at all stages of construction. Also sawn timber is used as raw parts for the 
production of planed profiled products. 

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS



W
OODEN I-BEAM

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
Construction wooden I-beam is used in low-rise building construction as interfloor ceiling and 

a roof frame. It consists from upper and lower flanges connected by the web. 
Flanges are produced from LVL beam of different cross-sections. The web is made of OSB board 

9-10 mm wide. Flanges are connected to the web with a tongue and groove connection by means 
of waterproof polyurethane adhesive. 

Construction I-beams are CE-certified, with a maximum length 13 m. 
I-beams are light (5-7 kg/m) but have the stiffness of solid wood beams - 89х360 mm I-beam has 

the same capacity as 125х250 mm solid wood beam.

39
 m

m

39
 m

m

10 mm 10 mm

64 mm 89 mm

Formwork wooden I-beam is used as a bearing element in prefabricated formwork system 
in cast concrete floors construction. It consists from upper and lower flanges connected by the 
web. Flanges are produced from coniferous dried wooden beams 40x80 mm; the web is 
manufacturedfrom waterproof FSF birch plywood 21-27 mm wide.  
 Flanges are connected to the web with a double tongue and 
groove connection by means of waterproof polyurethane 
adhesive. The constraction of the beam rules out the 
possibility of ungluing under the load. To protect the beam 
from moisture it is painted with yellow acrylic paint. 

Bending strength: up to 5,0 kNm 
Shear force: under 11kN 

Height: 200 mm 
Width: 80 mm 
Length: 3000 mm, 3900 mm



W
OODEN PELLETS

BIOFUEL
Pellets are made from 100% pine without any additives. This is high quality fuel suitable for 

burning in most kinds of modern stoves. 

Pellets may be packed in 15 kg sacks or in big bags ~1000 kg.

Technical characteristics: 
Diameter – 6 mm 
Length – < 30 mm 
Moisture – < 8% 
Ash – < 0,8% 
Bulk Density – 650 kg/m³ 
Amount of fines – < 5%
Calorific value – >17.5 G J/t



KINDLING W
OOD

Kindling wood is made of dried pine and has dimensions of 2 x 2 x 15 cm or 2 х 2 х 20 cm. It 
is supplied in plastic bags or plastic nets. We offer only a well-dried kindling wood, its relative 
moisture is not more than 12%. This kindling wood burns well and has low level of fume. Kindling 
wood can be used not only to kindle stoves and fireplaces, but also as a combustible for barbecues.

BIOFUEL



OOO ‘‘Profitsystem’’ 
27, Dostoevskogo str., 220040, Minsk  

tel: +37517 2723105, fax: +37517 3751705 
е-mail: profitsales@ps.by 

www.ps.by

https://www.instagram.com/profitsystem.by/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtLvdj2kRGsM6NIH6DP_RwA
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ooo-profitsystem/



